NOW IT PAYS TO CUSTOMIZE

WABCO’s Intelligent Trailer Program offers a range of 40 innovative trailer functions that increase operational effectiveness, safety and driver comfort. In today’s competitive, cost-conscious and highly regulated transport world, every decision counts. The Intelligent Trailer Program is a flexible, one-stop-solution that gives you the control to decide how to customize each trailer with safety and efficiency functions that most effectively meet the specific demands of its role. It enables you to add value exactly where you know it’s needed. Every single one of the 40 functions brings benefits, offering intelligent choices that deliver a real return on investment.

INTELLIGENT TRAILER PROGRAM

WABCO (NYSE: WBC) is a leading innovator and global supplier of technologies that improve the safety and efficiency of commercial vehicles. Founded nearly 150 years ago, WABCO continues to pioneer breakthrough products and systems for braking, stability, suspension, transmission automation, and aerodynamics. Today, all of the world’s leading truck, bus and trailer manufacturers have WABCO technologies onboard. In addition, WABCO provides the industry with advanced fleet management solutions and aftermarket services. WABCO reported sales of $2.9 billion in 2014. The company is headquartered in Brussels, Belgium, and has 11,000 employees worldwide. For more information, visit: www.wabco-auto.com

RAISE YOUR TRAILER’S IQ AND YOUR RETURN ON INVESTMENT

RECOMMENDED FUNCTIONS BY VEHICLE TYPE

Whatever the vehicle type, the Intelligent Trailer Program has functionality to help you gain performance improvements. Here’s some suggestions to get you started...

BOX TRAILER:
ABS, RSS, OptiLevel™, Immobilizer, OptiLoad™, OptiT™, SmartBoard, TailGUARD™, OptiT™, OptiFlow™, SideWings, OptiFlow™ Tail

CURTAIN SIDERS:
ABS, RSS, OptiLevel™, Primer Brake, Immobilizer, OptiLoad™, OptiT™, SmartBoard, TailGUARD™, OptiT™, OptiFlow™

TANKERS:
ABS, RSS, OptiLevel™, Immobilizer, OptiLoad™, OptiT™, SmartBoard, TailGUARD™, OptiT™, OptiFlow™

CONTAINER CHASSIS:
ABS, RSS, OptiLevel™, Primer Brake, OptiT™, SmartBoard, TailGUARD™, OptiT™, OptiFlow™

FULL TRAILER:
ABS; RSS; OptiLevel™, 2-Point Control, Return-to-Ride, SmartBoard, OptiT™, OptiFlow™ Tail
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Fleet Improvement Objectives:
- Prevent accidents
- Reduce accident impact
- Improve fuel efficiency
- Prevent theft
- Improve tire wear
- Reduce unexpected downtime
- Driver comfort
- Effective vehicle control
CHOOSE FROM MORE THAN 40 FUNCTIONS

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
There are three keys to operational efficiency: knowledge, speed and simplification. Knowledge is the key brutal tool: the better you know the truck, the better it is for both driver and fleet management. Which is precisely what the Intelligent Trailer Program is designed to achieve. This customizable combination of clever functions is designed to achieve.

The effect of cargo on the trailer and, ultimately, the truck has implications for safety, driver comfort, fuel efficiency and maintenance. Choose wisely from the Intelligent Trailer Program and you get top-notch technology but also optimize cargo distribution and weight throughout the journey for best possible performance.

Because the more you know about a vehicle and the less you have to do on the road, the better it is for both driver and fleet management. Which is precisely what the Intelligent Trailer Program is designed to achieve.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

LOAD OPTIMIZATION

FUEL AND CO2 REDUCTION

Offers drivers in your business the necessary to control fuel consumption. And if that goal is realized with a minimum of inconvenience. The driver then has the poorest possible environment. This is to say, that fuel consumption is more often than not lower. In today’s society they are essential.

The effect of cargo on the trailer and, ultimately, the truck has implications for safety, driver comfort, fuel efficiency and maintenance. Choose wisely from the Intelligent Trailer Program and you get top-notch technology but also optimize cargo distribution and weight throughout the journey for best possible performance.

The effect of cargo on the trailer and, ultimately, the truck has implications for safety, driver comfort, fuel efficiency and maintenance. Choose wisely from the Intelligent Trailer Program and you get top-notch technology but also optimize cargo distribution and weight throughout the journey for best possible performance.

FUEL AND CO2 REDUCTION

ADVANCED SAFETY

Gaining entry, meeting, leaving the journey, every aspect of a trailer’s journey is subject to potential dangers. And it’s crucial that these features are more than just features. In today’s society they are essential.

Because the more you know about a vehicle and the less you have to do on the road, the better it is for both driver and fleet management. Which is precisely what the Intelligent Trailer Program is designed to achieve.

CASE STUDY

ADVANCED SAFETY

DRIVER COMFORT & EFFECTIVENESS

CHOOSING THE RIGHT CONTROLS

Changing directions, key to coming as efficient as possible. Which is why it’s not uncommon to have drivers who slide, steepe of improvement. For the uses of the Intelligent Trailer Program allows the users to choose the tools.
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FUEL AND CO2 REDUCTION

ADVANCED SAFETY

Driver comfort is key to coming as efficient as possible. Which is why it’s not uncommon to have drivers who slide, steepe of improvement. For the uses of the Intelligent Trailer Program allows the users to choose the tools.